
 
 
Cars passing  

Red lights flashing  

And in a millisecond  

The world flew by  

blue skies  

 



 

 

 

 

Let the children song 

Songs of love, talks of life 

Blood sweat and tears of my brothers and sisters 

Let us be known 

The Black House, whispers  

We have built a throne for these so-called Americans and they say 

Make America Great Again 

Make America White Again 

           I stand in box covered in stars and stripes  

Red, White and blue  

Do they have a clue? 

The America I live in hates me 



They tell me it’s not I but “we” 

Let the children song  

Songs of love, talks of life 

 

 

The sleepy children 



Of the south sky 

Reach their hands high. 

Sun full on their hands 

Tips of their fingers 

Longing for the place they had seen before 

The Brown Earth  

Below them, holding them 

With their hands thick as honey 

They dream 

Of a dream forever dreamt  

Days past on lilies in a pod 

Suffering through  

The white halls 

Near the south side of the skies 

 

 



 

 

Your house next to the west side market  

Strawberries and oranges outside  

When I walk up to your door, outside I see my heart and I when I knock, I can feel it. 

Inside  

We disappear for 100 years under your sheets and you’ll take 100 years to even say the word 

“love” because you’ve visited every state but when you met me I took you to the world 

In less than 100 years. 

 

For fucksake, get me a cup of water and tell me you love me. 

 

In less than a month, I would have buried my heart and given up. I would have told you I loved 

you and fuck your homie, not really your homie though. 

Because in the past 100 years, I have built up walls like the inca ruins and I have learned to 

return your hurt. 

Because you have the soft strawberries of my love and I left with the seeds of your heartbreak 

and I have planted them and for fucksake tell me you’re hurt. 

 

You love selfishly and I love selflessly but less of me is inside your heart  

And from the start this was a game because we were too young to know  

And i am hurting you selfishly  

This is the heart I left it. 



Our love was a series of unfortunate events and euphoric moments that lasted years in that one 

hour and maybe this might last forever but baby let me tell you 

I love you and i dont love you. 

 

 
 

 

 

I come from the ones who were born in the wrong universe  

I come from liquid gold cravings in the tombstones of the egyptians, 

  The man made sun dried pyramids 

I come from the stars and all  

 

 



I come from being 17 in the jungle of the city right now in this moment 

I come from the summer walks with your crush in the park under the dreamy sky 

I come from the 1 dollar pizza, 

  From young love in the midst of hurricane, from the ones who are awake. 

From young love fueled by the fire that surrounds us and by the water that carries us  

They love for the hate and hate for love because in this city thats how it works 

In the city i come from, my ex lover smokes the last drag of his cigarrate intertwined in the fingers that 

used to love. 

 

 

Breaking apart 

It's the most difficult because here 

Meets hands to heart 

Your love written on my flesh  



Easier to remind ourselves  

Of the stitching done and the cutting left to be done 

In a few moments 

The tear of flesh like knife on skin 

In your hands 

We cut the leash 

And my body 

Could blossom from the love left 



You make a poem of me with your lips 

Paper to me, for me 

Unders your hands 

Charged and waiting 

Meet me at the end  

For a drink 


